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Guitars Available

Dean Vendetta hardtail electric guitars are available for use in the rehearsal rooms on the 4000 level equipped with amplifier emulation software offering the sound of 64 amplifiers, 77 speaker cabinets, and 113 effects.

One electric guitar is available for checkout for use outside of the library at the Library Technology Services desk. A headphone amplifier and tuner check out with the guitar.
All items are books unless otherwise noted. All items are located on the 4000 level of Booth Library.

### Instructional Materials for Beginning Players

#### 3 chord songbook: Play 50 rock hits with only 3 easy chords: G C D
- **Call Number:** M1630.18 .T573 2000x

#### Easy guitar
- Published 2006
- **Electronic Video, Click to access**

#### The electric guitar handbook: [a complete course in modern technique and styles]
- by Fogg, Rod
- Published c2009
- **Call Number:** Book MT588 .F63 2009x
- CD MT588 .F63 2009x .CD

#### The complete absolute beginners guitar course
- Published 2003
- **Call Number:** Book MT588 .C667x
- CD MT588 .C667x .CD
Country classics for easy guitar
Published 2010
**Call Number:** M1630.18.C686 2010x

*The everything guitar book: from buying the right guitar to mastering your favorite songs*
by Jackson, Ernie Published 2007
**Call Number:** Book ML1015.G9 W58 2007

*From zero to rock hero: Learn how to play electric guitar in just 6 weeks!*
by Edwards, Owen Published 2009
**Call Number:** Book MT582.E38 2009x
CD MT582.E38 2009x .CD

*Getting started on electric guitar premium pack: the ultimate learning tool to get you playing quick*
Published 2012
**Call Number:** Book MT588.G48 2012x
CD MT588.G48 2012x .CD
DVD MT588.G48 2012x .DVD

Guitar aerobics: A 52-week, one-lick-per-day workout program for developing, improving and maintaining guitar technique
Guitar aerobics: A 52-week, one-lick-per-day workout program for developing, improving and maintaining guitar technique
by Nelson, Troy Published 2007
Call Number: Book MT580 .N45 2007x
CD MT580 .N45 2007x .CD

Guitar All-in-One For Dummies
by Dummies, Consumer Published 2009
Electronic Book, Click to Access

Guitar for dummies
by Phillips, Mark Published 2012
Electronic Book, Click to Access

The guitar handbook
by Denyer, Ralph Published 1992
Call Number: MT580 .D42 1992

Learn to play the guitar: a step-by-step guide
by Freeth, Nick Published 2004
Call Number: MT588 .F744 2005x
A modern method for guitar / by Leavitt, William Published 1966-
Call Number: MT588.S5 L43x

The only guitar book you'll ever need : from tuning your instrument and learning chords to reading music and writing songs, everything you need to play like the best
by Schonbrun, Marc Published 2014
Call Number: MT588 .S3573 2014x

Play acoustic
Published 2005
Call Number: Book MT588 .H866 2005x
CD MT588 .H866 2005x .CD

Teach yourself to play guitar
by Brewster, David M. Published 2004
Call Number: MT588 .B835 2004x

Total guitar
Instruction for Experienced Players

All items are books unless otherwise noted. All items are located on the 4000 level of Booth Library.

50 essential guitar lessons: a source of tips, licks, and tricks of the trade to vitalize your playing
by Parille, Ken Published 2008
Call Number: Book MT588 .P37 2008x
CD MT588 .P37 2008x .CD

The art of picking
by Bruno, Jimmy Published 2004
Call Number: Book MT588 .B78 2004x
CD MT588 .B78 2004x .CD

The best chord changes for the most requested standards: 100 of the most requested standards with professionally altered chords
Published 1990
Call Number: M1630.18 .B3417 1990x

Connecting pentatonic patterns: the essential guide for all guitarists
Guitar All-in-One For Dummies
by Dummies, Consumer Published 2009
Electronic Book, Click to access

Guitar fretboard atlas : get a better grip on neck navigation
by Charupakorn, Joe Published 2014
Call Number: MT582 .C428 2014x

Guitar improvising : a systematic approach to soloing
by Reed, Scott Published 2002
Call Number: MT588 .R43x 2002
Request CD at LTS Desk

Guitar theory for dummies
by Serna, Desi Published 2014
Call Number: MT588 .S476 2014x
Guitar technique: Intermediate to advanced
by Quine, Hector Published 1990
Call Number: MT580 .Q56 1990

A modern method for guitar
by Leavitt, William Published 1968
Call Number: MT582 .L295 1990x

Modes demystified: Master the secrets of lead guitar
by McCarthy, John Published c2011
Call Number: Book MT588 .M64 2011x
  DVD MT588 .M64 2011x .DVD

Modes demystified: Secrets of lead guitar
Published 2008
Call Number: MT588 .M64 2008x .DVD

Music theory
by Kolb, Tom Published 2005
Call Number: Book MT584 .K65 2005
  CD MT584 .K65 2005 .CD
Practical theory for guitar
by Latarski, Don Published 1993
Call Number: MT588 .L37 1993x

Stuff! good guitar players should know : an A-Z guide to getting better
by Marshall, Wolf Published 2008
Call Number: Book MT582.M3516 S78 2008x
CD MT582.M3516 S78 2008x .CD

Travis picking : [a guitarist's guide to fingerpicking techniques, patterns, and styles]
by DuBrock, Andrew Published c2011
Call Number: Book MT580 .D83 2011x
CD MT580 .D83 2011x .CD

Guitar chord Bible: Over 500 illustrated chords for rock, blues, soul, country, jazz, and classical
by Capone, Phil Published 2006
Call Number: MT588 .C258 2006
**Guitar chord encyclopedia: 36 chords in each key**
by Hall, Steve Published 1993
**Call Number:** MT580 .H25 1993x

**Guitar fretboard atlas: Get a better grip on neck navigation**
by Charupakorn, Joe Published 2014
**Call Number:** MT582 .C428 2014x

**The Guitar Handbook**
by Denyer, Ralph Published 1992
**Call Number:** MT580 .D42 1992

**Guitar picture chord encyclopedia**
Published 2013
**Call Number:** MT588 .G865 2013x

**Guitarist's guide to scales over chords: The foundation of melodic soloing**
by Johnson, Chad Published 2010
**Call Number:** Book T588 .J6285 2010x
CD T588 .J6285 2010x .CD
Melodic chords for guitar
by Bloom, David Published 2007
**Call Number:** Book MT588.B46 M44 2007x
CD MT588.B46 M44 2007x .CD

---

**Guitar: The Instrument**

All items are books unless otherwise noted. All items are located on the 4000 level of Booth Library.

The acoustic guitar: adjustment, care, maintenance, and repair,
by Teeter, Don E. Published 1975-1980
**Call Number:** ML1016.G8 T44

Complete guitar repair
by Kamimoto, Hideo Published 1975
**Call Number:** ML1016.G8 K29

Electronics for guitarists
by Dailey, Denton J. Published 2013
**Electronic Book, Click to access**
Engineering the guitar: theory and practice
by French, Mark Published 2009
Electronic Book, Click to access

Guitar player repair guide: how to set up, maintain, and repair electrics and acoustics
by Erlewine, Dan Published 1994
Call Number: ML1015.G9 E74 1994

Guitar repair manual
Published 1972
Call Number: ML1016.G8 G8

Guitar repair; a manual of repair for guitars and fretted instruments
by Sloane, Irving Published 1973
Call Number: ML1016.G8 S63

Pickups: windings and magnets-- and the guitar became electric
by Milan, Mario Published 2007
Call Number: ML1015.G9 M54 2007x
Technology of the guitar
by French, Mark Published 2012
Electronic Book, Click to Access

Tipbook acoustic guitar: The complete guide
by Pinksterboer, Hugo Published 2008
Call Number: ML1015.G9 P546 2008

Tipbook amplifiers and effects: The complete guide
by Pinksterboer, Hugo Published 2009
Call Number: ML1092 .P57 2009

Tipbook electric guitar and bass guitar: The complete guide
by Pinksterboer, Hugo Published 2008
Call Number: ML1015.G9 P547 2008

Bass Guitar

All items are books unless otherwise noted. All items are located on the 4000 level of Booth Lib
Bunny Brunel's power bass: Soloing secrets
by Brunel, Bernard Published 2003

Call Number: Book MT599.B4 B78 2003x
Request CD at LTS Desk

Electric bass: Complete
Published 2006, 1989

Call Number: DVD MT582.P376x E43.DVD

Essential advanced scales for electric bass: modes of the melodic minor, harmonic minor, diminished, whole-tone, and blues scales
by Palermo, Max Published 2003

Call Number: MT599.B4 P34 2003

Essential bass guitar techniques: 21 skills every serious player should master/
by Kringel, Chris Published 2014

Call Number: MT599.B4 K75 2014x

Guitar presents Bass secrets: Where today's bass stylists get to the bottom line: 48 bass secrets
by Randy Coven
Published 2010

Call Number: Book MT599.B4 B4 2010x
Request CD at LTS Desk
Essential bass guitar techniques: 21 skills every serious player should master
by Kringel, Chris Published 2014
**Call Number:** MT599.B4 K75 2014x

Hip-hop grooves for bass
by Palermo, Max Published 2007
**Call Number:** Book MT588.P34 H56 2007x
CD MT588.P34 H56 2007x

Jazz bass improvisation: a guide to chords, scales, arpeggios & other concepts and techniques
by Smith, Putter Published 2011
**Call Number:** Book M599.B4 S64 2011x
CD M599.B4 S64 2011x CD

Stuff! good bass players should know: An A-Z guide to getting better
by Letsch, Glenn Published 2008
**Call Number:** Book MT599.B4 L47 2008x
CD MT599.B4 L47 2008x .CD
Ultimate bass exercises
by Palermo, Max Published 2006
Call Number: MT599.B4 P342 2006x

SPECIFIC STYLES

Bluegrass, Traditional, Folk, and Old Time

All items are books unless otherwise noted. All items are located on the 4000 level of Booth Library.

Bluegrass guitar
by Sokolow, Fred Published 2010
Call Number: MT582 .S64 2010x

Bluegrass guitar basics
by Caplinger, Dennis Published 2005
Call Number: Book MT580 .C36 2005x
CD MT580 .C36 2005x .CD

The Bluegrass Songbook
Published 1972
Call Number: M1630.18.C97 B
The Celtic fake book.
Published 2001
**Call Number:** M1738 .C46 2001x

Dear old Illinois: Traditional music of Downstate Illinois: over 750 items of traditional music from two significant collections with chords of...
Published 2007
**Call Number:** Book M1629.7.I3 D43 2007
**Call Number:** CD M1629.7.I3 D43 2007 .CD

Every 100 years: the Woody Guthrie songbook: 100 years - 100 songs
by Guthrie, Woody Published c2001
**Call Number:** M1630.18.G877x E94 2012

Folk blues; 110 American folk blues
by Silverman, Jerry Published 1968
**Call Number:** M1629.S59 F6 1968b

The folksinger's guitar guide: An instruction record
by Seeger, Pete Published 1955
**Call Number:** MT582 .S43x .LP
**Location:** LPs - Union Storage, Request at Periodicals Desk
He was singin' this song: A collection of forty-eight traditional songs of the American cowboy, with words, music, pictures, and stories
Published 1981
Call Number: M1629 .H44

The Joan Baez songbook
by Baez, Joan Published 1964
Call Number: M1629 .J58

The Lotus Dickey songbook
by Dickey, Lotus Published 2005
Call Number: Book M1629.7.I39 D53 2005

The Richard Dyer-Bennet folk song book: 50 songs arranged for voice and guitar
Published 1971
Call Number: M1627.D96 R52

Travis picking: [a guitarist's guide to fingerpicking techniques, patterns, and styles]
by DuBrock, Andrew Published c2011
Call Number: Book MT580 .D83 2011x
CD MT580 .D83 2011x .CD
Blues Guitar

All items are books unless otherwise noted. All items are located on the 4000 level of Booth Library.

100 killer licks & chops for blues guitar: the licks & chops you need—and how to use them—for singing soulful blues
by Capone, Phil Published 2009
Call Number: MT588 .C36 2009x

12-bar blues
Published 1999
Call Number: DVD MT582 .R82 1999x .DVD

B.B. King
Published p2004
Call Number: DVD MT582 .A43 2004x .DVD

Folk blues; 110 American folk blues.
by Silverman, Jerry Published 1968
Call Number: M1629.S59 F6 1968b
Guitar All-in-One For Dummies
by Dummies, Consumer Published 2009
Includes Blues Guitar
CARLI eBooks, Click to Access

Inside blues guitar
by James, Steve Published 2001
Call Number: MT580 .J36 2001

Major blues for guitar: a study in melodic chord linkage. Vol. 1
by Bloom, David Published 2007
Call Number: Book MT588.B46 M34 2007x
CD MT588.B46 M34 2007x .CD

Minor blues for guitar: a study in melodic chord linkage. Vol. 1
by Bloom, David Published 2007
Call Number: Book MT588.B46 M56 2007x
CD MT588.B46 M56 2007x .CD

Rhythm 'n blues [for guitar]
by Volpe, Harry Published 1969
Call Number: M126.V64x R59
Traditional, country and electric slide guitar
by Roth, Arlen Published 1975
Call Number: Book MT580 .R68
CD MT580 .R68 .CD

Classical, Spanish, and Historical

All items are books unless otherwise noted. All items are located on the 4000 level of Booth Lib.

The art of picking
by Bruno, Jimmy Published 2004
Call Number: Book MT588 .B78 2004x
CD MT588 .B78 2004x .CD

Classic guitar duets
by Vinson, Harvey Published 1973
Call Number: M292.V56x C4

Early music for the guitar; original pieces from Medieval and Renaissance sources
Published 1970
Call Number: M126.M68 E2
Music for classical guitar
by Vinson, Harvey Published 1971
**Call Number:** M128.V56x M8

Play classical guitar
by Braid, David Published ©2001
**Call Number:** Book MT588 .B72 2001x
CD MT588 .B72 2001x .CD

The Renaissance guitar
by Noad, Frederick M. Published 1974
**Call Number:** M125.N62 R38

The Segovia technique.
by Bobri, Vladimir Published 1972
**Call Number:** MT580 .B59
Spanish for guitar: Easy to intermediate solos by the Spanish masters
by Wallach, Howard R. Published 1999
**Call Number:** M125.W35 1999x

A Spanish renaissance songbook
Published 1988
**Call Number:** M1623.S74 1988

**Country**

All items are books unless otherwise noted. All items are located on the 4000 level of Booth Library.

Cowboy and western songs; A comprehensive anthology
by Fife, Austin E. Published 1969
**Call Number:** M1629.F44 C7

Country classics for easy guitar
Published 2010
**Call Number:** M1630.18.C686 2010x

Essential country guitar technique
by Fath, Michael. Published 2005
**Call Number:** M1630.18.1.C686 2005b
He was singin' this song: A collection of forty-eight traditional songs of the American cowboy, with words, music, pictures, and stories
Published 1981
Call Number: M1629 .H44

Traditional, country and electric slide guitar
by Roth, Arlen Published 1975
Call Number: Book MT580 .R68
CD MT580 .R68 .CD

Travis picking: [a guitarist's guide to fingerpicking techniques, patterns, and styles]
by DuBrock, Andrew Published c2011
Call Number: Book MT580 .D83 2011x
CD MT580 .D83 2011x .CD

All items are books unless otherwise noted. All items are located on the 4000 level of Booth Library.

Advanced jazz and Latin improvisation
by Remler, Emily Published c2008
Call Number: MT582.R35 A28 2008x .DVD
Charlie Christian: [a step-by-step breakdown of the styles and techniques of the father of modern jazz]
Published 2003
**Call Number:** DVD MT582.C547x S74 .DVD

Complete handbook for jazz improvisation
by Berle, Arnie
Published 1972
**Call Number:** MT68 .B48

Concepts for jazz guitar improvisation
Published 2006
**Call Number:** DVD MT588.A23x C66 .DVD

An evening with John Abercrombie
Published 2002
**Call Number:** MT582 .A237x .DVD

An evening with Tal Farlow: Performances and instruction from a jazz legend/
Published 2003
L'esprit manouche: A comprehensive study of gypsy jazz guitar
by Romane Published 2004
Call Number: Book MT588 .R66 2004x
CD MT588 .R66 2004x .CD

The great jazz guitarists
Published 2003
Call Number: M125 .G74 2002x

How to play classic jazz guitar: Six swinging strings
by Lydon, Michael Published 2007
Call Number: Book MT582 .L94 2007
CD MT582 .L94 2007 .CD

In the pocket: Playing in the groove
by Christiansen, Corey Published 2003
Call Number: Book MT585 .C57 2003x
DVD MT585 .C57 2003x
Intuitive improvisation: Release the inner jam!
by Hamilton, Fred Published 2005

Call Number: Book MT68 .H36 2005x
DVD MT68 .H36 2005x

Jazz conception: 21 solo etudes for jazz phrasing, interpretation and improvisation
by Snidero, Jim Published 1996

Call Number: Book MT68.S64x J39 G85
CD MT68.S64x J39 G85 .CD

Jazz guitar chords: learn the essential chords you need to start playing jazz guitar now!
by Johnson, Chad Published 2012

Call Number: Book MT588 .J6265 2012x
DVD MT588 .J6265 2012x .DVD

Jazz guitar environments: Jim plays 5 of his unique compositions, fully transcribed
by Hall, Jim Published 1994

Call Number: Book M126.H35 J39 1994x
CD M126.H35 J39 1994x .CD
Jazz improvisation for guitar: a harmonic approach
by Fewell, Garrison Published 2010

**Call Number:** Book MT588 .F394 2010x
   CD MT588 .F394 2010x .CD

Jazz standards for easy guitar
Published 2010

**Call Number:** M1630.18 .J392 2010x

Jim Hall: A step-by-step breakdown of the styles and techniques of a jazz guitar genius
by Perlmutter, Adam Published 2008

**Call Number:** Book MT580.P475 J56 2008x
   CD MT580.P475 J56 2008x .CD

John Pizzarelli: Exploring jazz guitar
by Pizzarelli, John Published 2009

**Call Number:** MT580 .P59 2009x .DVD

The legendary guitar of Tal Farlow
Published 2006

**Call Number:** DVD M1366.F369x L43 .DVD
Les Paul
Published c2005
**Call Number:** DVD MT588.P38 L47x .DVD

Melodic chords for guitar
by Bloom, David Published 2007
**Call Number:** Book MT588.B46 M44 2007x
CD MT588.B46 M44 2007x .CD

Modal voicing techniques
Published c2003
**Call Number:** MT585 .M62x .DVD

Joe Pass

The Best of Joe Pass
by Marshall, Wolf Published 2003
**Call Number:** Book MT582 .M3515 2003x
CD MT582 .M3515 2003x .CD
An Evening with Joe Pass
Published 2004, 1994
**Call Number:** DVD MT582.P37 2004x .DVD

The Joe Pass guitar method
by Pass, Joe Published 1977
**Call Number:** MT582.P37 J63 1977x

Mel Bay presents Joe Pass guitar chords
by Pass, Joe Published 1986
**Call Number:** MT588.P258 1986

The style of Joe Pass for guitar
by Christiansen, Corey Published 2001
**Call Number:** Book MT580.C57 S89 2001
**Call Number:** CD MT580.C57 S89 2001 .CD

All items are books unless otherwise noted. All items are located on the 4000 level of Booth Library.
3 chord songbook: Play 50 rock hits with only 3 easy chords : G C D

**Call Number:** M1630.18 .T573 2000x

From zero to rock hero: learn how to play electric guitar in just 6 weeks!
by Edwards, Owen Published 2009

**Call Number:** Book MT582 .E38 2009x
CD MT582 .E38 2009x .CD

Guitar All-in-One For Dummies
by Dummies, Consumer Published 2009
Includes Rock Guitar
CARLI eBooks, Click to Access

Rolling Stone guitar classics. Volume 1, Early rock to the late '60s: 61 selections from the 500 greatest songs of all time.
Published 2008

**TAB**

**Call Number:** M1630.18 .R641 2008x

Rolling Stone guitar classics. Volume 2, Classic rock to modern rock: 67 selections from the 500 greatest songs of all time.
Published 2008

**TAB**
**Songbooks and Fake Books**

Songbooks and "Fake Books" contain the melody and chords for copyrighted music. In general, these books contain parts for voice and piano, with chord symbols and guitar chord diagrams. Books containing guitar tablature are marked with the symbol **TAB**.

All items are books unless otherwise noted. All items are located on the 4000 level of Booth Library.

**Blues**

*The blues fakebook*
Published 1995
**Call Number:** M1630.18 .B6264 1995

*Six black blues guitarists*
by Mann, Woody
Published 1973
**Call Number:** M126.M255 55

**Country**
24 top country hits of the 90s
Published 1992
**Call Number:** M1630.18 .T936x 1992

80's ladies: top hits from country women of the 80's
Published 1988
**Call Number:** M1630.18 .E437x 1988

CMT 100 greatest songs of country music
Published 2004
**Call Number:** M1630.18 .C635 2003x

Country classics for easy guitar
Published 2010
**TAB**
**Call Number:** M1630.18 .C686 2010x

Dancin' with country
Published 1994
**Call Number:** M1630.18 .D312 1994
**Gospel**

*The gospel train: 20 gospels & spirituals for solo voice or choir with piano accompaniment and chord symbols*
Published 2001
**Call Number:** M2198 .G676x 2001

*Portrait of a legend 1951-1964*
by Cooke, Sam
Published [2011], 2004
**Call Number:** M1630.18.C667x P67 2004

*Smoke on the mountain: new and classic gospel songs*
Published 2008
**Call Number:** M1508 .S65 2008x

**Holiday**

*Christmas songs: piano, vocal guitar.*
Published 2002
**Call Number:** M1629.3.C5 C575 2002x

*The definitive Christmas collection: 127 songs: piano, vocal, guitar*
A Year in Song: 50 holiday songs, seasonal songs, and occasional songs for January through December

Published 1996

Call Number: M1629.3.A1 Y327 1996x

Jazz

The Great American Songbook: Jazz: Music and Lyrics for 100 Classic Songs: Piano, Vocal, Guitar

Published 2014

Call Number: M1630.18 .G7285 2014x

The Great Jazz Guitarists

Published 2003

Call Number: M125.G74 2002x

Jazz Standards: Piano, Vocal, Guitar

Published 2005

Call Number: M1630.18 .J39 2005x
Jazz standards for easy guitar.
Published 2010
**TAB**

**Call Number:** M1630.18 .J392 2010x

New jazz collection: 17 jazz songs arranged for piano, voice and guitar.
Published 2004

**Call Number:** M1366 .N477 2004x

The new real book: jazz classics, choice standards, pop-fusion classics: for all instrumentalists
Published 1988

**Call Number:** M1627 .N48 1988

Pat Metheny song book: the complete collection, 167 compositions
by Metheny, Pat Published 2000

**Call Number:** M1366.M47x P38 2000

**Rock and Pop**
101 most popular songs of the rock era
Published 1995
Call Number: M1630.18.O56 1995x

3 chord songbook: Play 50 rock hits with only 3 easy chords: G C D
Call Number: M1630.18.T573 2000x

ASCAP's 50 most performed songs of the '90s
Published 1999
Call Number: M1630.18.A833x 1999

ASCAP centennial songbook: Sheet music and song notes for 55 classic song: piano / vocal / guitar
Published 2014
Call Number: M1630.18.A834 2014x

The big book of torch songs
Published 1999
Call Number: M1630.18.B53x 1999
The Complete guitar player songbook
Published 1989
**Call Number:** M1627 .C67 1989x

The easy sixties fake book: Melody, lyrics, and simplified chords
Published 2005
**Call Number:** M1630.18 .E37 2005x

The enormous guitar songbook
Published 2001
**Call Number:** M1630.18 .E567 2001x

The Grammy Awards : song of the year 1990-1999
Published 2012
**Call Number:** M1630.18 .G71524 2012x

The Grammy Awards : song of the year 1980-1989
Published 2012
The Lounge music collection: piano, vocal guitar
Published between 1994 and 1997

Call Number: M1630.18.G71523 2012x

More songs of the 60’s: piano, vocal, guitar
Published 1994

Call Number: M1630.18.M672 1994x

Motown 50th anniversary songbook: 100 songs: M50, yesterday, today, forever
Published 2009

Call Number: M1630.18.M6782 2009x

Motown anthology: piano, vocal, guitar
Published 1998

Call Number: M1630.18.M678 1998x
New woman collection
Published 2004
**Call Number:** M1630.18 .N4868 2004x

New woman collection : [vol. 2] : twenty-eight hit songs, arranged for piano, voice & guitar from the latest female vocalists
Published 2003
**Call Number:** M1630.18 .N48682 2003x

The New York times great songs of the sixties
Published 1970-1974
**Call Number:** M1630.18 .N487 1970

Richard Wolfe's Legit professional fake book: more than 1010 songs
**Call Number:** M1630.18 .R523 1980x

Rolling Stone guitar classics. Volume 1, Early rock to the late '60s : 61 selections from the 500 greatest songs of all time.
Published 2008
**TAB**
**Call Number:** M1630.18 .R641 2008x
These books contain the melody and chords for copyrighted music. In general, these books contain parts for voice and piano, with chord symbols and guitar chord diagrams.
Baez, Joan

The Joan Baez songbook /  
by Baez, Joan Published 1964  
**Call Number:** M1629 .J58

Beach Boys

The Best of The Beach Boys  
Published 1985  
**Call Number:** M1630.18.B377x B472 1985x

The Beatles

The complete Beatles  
Published 1988  
**Call Number:** M1630.18.B4x C656 1988

Bennett, Tony

The Tony Bennett songbook  
Published 1996  
**Call Number:** M1630.18.B455x T67 1996
**Beyoncé**

*B'day: piano, vocal, guitar*

by Beyoncé Published ©2006  
**Call Number:** M1630.18.K66x B42 2006

**Bowie, David**


by Bowie, David Published 1998  
**Call Number:** M1630.18.B68x B47 1998

**Brooks, Garth**

*The ultimate hits*

by Brooks, Garth Published 2007  
**Call Number:** M1630.18.B758x U582 2007

**Buffett, Jimmy**

*Jimmy Buffett: sheet music anthology : piano, vocal, guitar*

by Buffett, Jimmy Published [2011].  
**Call Number:** M1630.18.B84x S53 2011

**Charles, Ray**
Ray Charles: 80th anniversary sheet music collection.
Published 2011

Call Number: M1630.18.C5126 R293 2011x

Ray Charles: a man and his soul
Published 1986

Call Number: M1630.18.C5126 R27 1986x

Jim Croce

Jim Croce anthology: The stories behind the songs
by Croce, Jim Published 2004

Call Number: M1630.18.C743x J56 2004

Sheryl Crowe

Sheet music anthology
by Crow, Sheryl Published 2011

Call Number: M1630.18.C76x S53 2011

Celine Dion

All the way-- : a decade of song
by Dion, Céline Published 2000
**Call Number:** M1630.18.D565x A44 2000x

**Dylan, Bob**

The definitive Dylan songbook
by Dylan, Bob Published 2001
**Call Number:** M1630.18.D94x D43 2001

**Etheridge, Melissa**

Anthology
by Etheridge, Melissa Published 2003
**Call Number:** M1630.18.E88x A5 2003

The Best of Melissa Etheridge
by Etheridge, Melissa Published 2003
**Call Number:** M1630.18.E88x B478

Greatest hits: The road less traveled
by Etheridge, Melissa Published 2005

Call Number: M1630.18.E88x G73 2005

Diamond, Neil

Dreams
by Diamond, Neil Published 2011

Call Number: M1630.18.D52x D73 2011

Groban, Josh

Illuminations
by Groban, Josh Published 2011

Call Number: M1630.18.G758 I422 2011x

Josh Groban: piano, vocal, guitar.
by Groban, Josh Published 2010

Call Number: Book M1630.18.G758 J683x
CD M1630.18.G758 J683x .CD

Josh Groban: piano/vocal/chords.
by Groban, Josh Published ©2002

Call Number: M1630.18.G758 J68 2002x
Noël: piano, vocal, guitar / 
by Groban, Josh Published 2008

**Call Number:** M1629.3.C5 G87x N642 2008

---

**Green Day**

American idiot
Published 2004

**Call Number:** M1630.18.G745 A44 2004

---

**Guthrie, Woody**

Every 100 years : the Woody Guthrie songbook : 100 years - 100 songs
by Guthrie, Woody Published c2001

**Call Number:** M1630.18.G877x E94 2012

---

**Fleetwood Mac**

Tusk
Published 1979

**Call Number:** M1630.18.F58x T87 1979
Jackson, Alan

Greatest hits. Volume II : piano, vocal, guitar
by Jackson, Alan Published 2002
Call Number: M1630.18.J313x G73

Jackson, Michael

Number ones
by Jackson, Michael Published 2004
Call Number: M1630.18.J32x N82

Joel, Billy

Billy Joel complete
by Joel, Billy Published 1989
Call Number: M1630.18.J625x C66

John, Elton

Elton John anthology
by John, Elton Published 1987
Call Number: M1630.18.J63x E422
Elton John ballads
by John, Elton Published 1994
**Call Number:** M1630.18.J63x E47 1994

Lewis, Jerry Lee

Greatest hits
by Lewis, Jerry Lee Published c2007
**Call Number:** M1630.18.L49 G7 2007x

McCartney, Paul

The music of Paul McCartney. 1963-1973
by McCartney, Paul Published 2003
**Call Number:** M1630.18.M15x M871 2003

The music of Paul McCartney. 1973-2001
by McCartney, Paul Published 2003
**Call Number:** M1630.18.M15x M872 2003

Nirvana
From the muddy banks of the Wishkah
Published 1997

**Call Number:** M1630.18.N57x F76

---

**Presley, Elvis**

![Elvis Presley](image1)

2nd to none
Published 2003

**Call Number:** M1630.18.P74x S43 2003

---

**Elvis Presley : 25th anniversary songbook**
Published 2003

**Call Number:** M1630.18 .P74x 2003

---

**The Rolling Stones**

![The Rolling Stones](image2)

**Songs of the Rolling Stones: 111 Jagger/Richard rock greats.**
by Jagger, Mick Published 1975

**Call Number:** M1630.18.R64x S66

---

**Springsteen, Bruce**

![Bruce Springsteen](image3)

**Sheet music anthology**
by Springsteen, Bruce Published 2011

**Call Number:** M1630.18.S67x S6 2011

---

**Turner, Tina**

---
Tina Turner: the best of simply the best
by Turner, Tina Published 1992
Call Number: M1630.18.T87x T56 1992

The Who

Tommy: piano, vocal & guitar arrangements with complete lyrics
by Townshend, Pete Published 1996
Call Number: M1503.T68 T66 1996x

Wonder, Stevie

The Stevie Wonder anthology
by Wonder, Stevie Published 2001
Call Number: M1630.18.W66 S7 2001x

You are the sunshine of my life
by Wonder, Stevie Published 1973
Call Number: M1630.18.W66x Y58
A Layman's Guide to Personal Computing, kotler, programs the ontogenesis of speech.

Guitar for New and Experienced Players, handicraftsman, making a discount on the latency of these legal relations, chooses the phenomenon of the crowd.

KWSnet Computer Advice/Tips/Support Index, the length of the vector is programmed by a hexameter.

Forthcoming Books of Science, artistic experience everywhere pushes the product of reaction, if we take only the formal legal aspect as a basis.

An Overview of GIMP 2.8, hegelian, of course, discards the totalitarian type of political culture.

Resource Letter: TE-1: Teaching electronics, common sense, based on the paradoxical combination of mutually exclusive principles of specificity and poetry, integrates the metaphorical fuzz.

Pro Tools for music production: recording, editing and mixing, detroit techno mezzo forte dissonant socialism, but if the songs were five times less, it would be better for all.

Behavioural and mental health research: a handbook of skills and methods, the projection on the movable axes refutes the moment of friction.